Call for Interns

Indigenous Oral Narratives Documentation project

LOOM invites media students (as writers, photographers, podcast producers) to apply for (3) fellowship/internship positions. Queries before 30. June 2020 will be entertained. Positions start ASAP.

‘Indigenous Oral Narratives documentation project’ works with Media Fellows to reach 15+ women leaders from diverse backgrounds and communities across Nepal. Project shall document and produce materials about the life of these women in relation to the local women’s movement. It aims to publish a book by end of 2020 where the interns will be involved.

LOOM is a feminist cohort working with diverse feminists in Nepal. LOOM emphasizes a need to redefine the women’s movement with it attitude towards contemporary younger women and LGBTIQ people.

This Internship is a monthly paid position.

Please apply to
loom@loomnepal.org
phone: 01 4251335

Talk to
Manisha Shrestha - 9843547631
Kshitiz Adhiraj